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Please clearly organize your work, show all steps, simplify all answers, and box your answers.

1. (5 points) Give the general anti-derivative of the following function:

f(x) = 2 secx(tanx� secx)

2. (5 points) Suppose f(x) is an even function and g(x) is an odd function. If
R 3
0 f(x) dx = 5

and
R 3
0 g(x) dx = 2, find

R 3
�3 f(x) + g(x) dx.

key
fal

flal=Isecizann - I secre

EF(x) =2 secs - I tanx +C

It is even so J Grdn=2.1. f(x) dx =2.5 =10

gis old so J9(x) dx =0
Therefore,

(3f() +g(x)dr=1,fluid-I=



3. (10 points) Suppose f(x) = x2 + 1. Use a general Riemann Sum

lim
n!1

nX

k=1

f(x⇤k)�x

to evaluate the definite integral of f(x) on the interval [-1,2], by following these steps:

(a) Find the length of each subinterval �x in terms of n.

(b) Evaluate x⇤k as the right-hand endpoint of the subinterval.

(c) Evaluate the function at x⇤k, i.e. find f(x⇤k). Simplify.

(d) Using the following summation formulae, find
Pn

k=1 f(x
⇤
k)�x

Pn
k=1 k = n(n+1)

2

Pn
k=1 k

2 = n(n+1)(2n+1)
6

(e) Using the sum you found in the previous step, find the definite integral.

Check and w/FTC.
-

22,x2+1dx =5x+x)2
= (83 +2)- (5 - 1)

=>3+2+1

DK=b =

=3

⑮
- 1 +34/

"xk=a+bxx = - 1 +k.3/

A -2
f(x) =f(- 1 +34) =1 -1 +3+1

=9-6 + 1+1
=at

Rn =Z, fluox= ( - +2) (E)
-2+2 =2,k-8k+R=1

-Knel-+t
MxRn= im z nant1-18 int

=3.2 - 9 +6 =9 - 9 +6
=1


